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We must recognize our unique

community challenges but also our

shared goals.

We must advocate and champion

restoring the Seven Grandfather

Teachings into our governance

and communities. 

We must prioritize tradition, family,

voting, and language rights, and

together envision unity.

PROJECT OVERVIEW



Our journey is forged by centuries of resilience amidst

systemic challenges. As the first generation post-200

years of assimilation policies by the US and Canada, we

confront ongoing disparities and threats to our cultural

identity. Project 2024 emerges as a vital response,

uniting us to safeguard our heritage and shape a future

of empowerment and unity. While some merely discuss,

we set the benchmarks for tangible restoration.

We seek to give you an organized platform to demand

action from your community leadership.

BACKGROUND



WE MUST OVERCOME THE LIE

THIS MAP IS PROPAGANDA



WE MUST UNITE OUR COMMUNITIES

THIS MAP IS TRUTH
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REQUIREMENTS TO BE SOVEREIGN

WE MUST DO IT FOR OURSELVES

THOSE HOPING WE DISAPPEAR WILL NEVER DO IT FOR US
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PHASE 2
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economies
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REQUIREMENTS TO BE SOVEREIGN

WE MUST DO

WE HAVE NO EXCUSE



phase 1 explainedphase 1 explained
the seven grandfather teachingsthe seven grandfather teachings

We must integrate the Seven Grandfather

Teachings and their meanings into our

tribal constitutions as the foundation for

our actions with principle. 

We must also require, by resolution, our

leaders to write a 7th generation

justification before any law takes effect.



phase 1 explainedphase 1 explained
protected family rightsprotected family rights

We must prioritize restoring lineal

descent as the cornerstone of tribal

citizenship, freeing communities from the

confines of blood quantum and external

status controls. Embracing our heritage,

we must aspire to a future of inclusivity

and equality for our families, just as

EVERY OTHER NATION in the world does.



phase 1 explainedphase 1 explained
protected voting rightsprotected voting rights

We must advocate for the

acknowledgment of protected voting

rights for all tribal citizens of age,

irrespective of their geographic location.

This encompasses enabling absentee or

electronic voting methods to guarantee

broad community engagement.

It is a human right to have a voice in your

community and we must ensure every

voice has a vote that counts.



phase 1 explainedphase 1 explained
protected language rightsprotected language rights

We must advocate for the protection of

our language rights, advocating for the

inclusion of traditional tribal languages of

North America in our schools, public

presentations, and official documents

within our territories. This commitment

aims to uphold and advance our linguistic

heritage in all aspects of community life.



PHASE 2 EXPLAINED
UNIFIED POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC IDENTITY

We must achieve a unified political and economic

identity based on our ideals, beliefs, and

traditions. 

We must Integrate our elected and Treaty/Doodem

Councils locally and nationally, free from external

influences. 

If their communities speak as one coast to coast,

we have it in us to do the same.



PHASE 2 EXPLAINED
UNIFIED CITIZENSHIP

We must advocate for a shared tribal citizenship,

identification, and travel system, akin to the US

and Canadian federal/state model, except unified

for all tribal peoples of north america. We must

promote consistency and unity, aligning with

global sovereign nations but respecting their

borders are not our limitations, empowering our

collective voice and inspiring a global mandate of

one human family.



PHASE 2 EXPLAINED
DIPLOMATIC ENGAGEMENT

We must advocate for a transformative shift in

global communication practices, urging

communities to cease interactions with interior

departments of the US and Canada. Instead, we call

for diplomatic engagements with state

departments, aligning with other sovereign

nations to bolster our international standing. We

must demand together for state to state

communications.



JOIN THE MOVEMENT

This is an invitation to all tribal communities:

Shape a future guided by Seven Grandfather

Teachings, honoring the Seven Fires Prophecy.

Engage, share insights, and forge a resilient,

united community rooted in tradition and

progressive growth for generations to come!

Champion these Initiatives in Your Communities

Today and run for tribal office as a Project 24

Candidate! 


